Dynamic Coalition on Child Online Safety

1. **SDG to which your DC work is most strongly related to**
   - GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions

2. **Outline achievements of your DC in regard to that SDG**
   Members of the Dynamic Coalition were major partners in the first ever published study of INTERPOL ICSE's database and have formulated an advocacy strategy linked to its findings.
   Members of the Dynamic Coalition were also instrumental in developing the Luxembourg Guidelines, a now globally recognised authoritative taxonomy for online child protection practitioners and others with an interest in policy in this area.

3. **Outline plans towards 2025 and that specific SDG**
   The Coalition and its partners will continue to work on policy and advocacy in relation to children online. For the 2019 IGF we have specifically highlighted the world of gaming.
   Research published in July 2019 by the UK’s NSPCC revealed that "Twitch", one of the world's largest gaming platforms, home to "Fortnite" and others, is a significant arena for grooming activity.

4. **List Policy Question related to the work of your DC and in regard to the specific SDG**
   The fundamental challenge in this area is to find ways to ensure gaming platforms engage more vigorously with online child protection and child welfare issues.